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Leak protection for less
For a fraction of the overall installation cost,
homeowners and roofing contractors alike
can rest assured knowing that their roof is
securely protected not only during
construction but also against the event of
primary roof failure.

Up to 30% Less Labor
Roofnado products require less labor to install
than traditional black tar paper. They are longer,
wider and easier to handle than felt and, if
installed correctly, require no call backs for post
install repairs. All of which can easily save up to
30% on labor, time and money.

ALL WEATHER

FLEXIBILITY

ice dams snow storms rain

hail wind

UV

Don’t let the weather control your schedule. Dry-in your projects faster and schedule more jobs
with confidence. Unlike traditional black tar paper, Roofnado synthetic underlayments can withstand
long periods of UV exposure without drying out, cracking or becoming brittle. With Roofnado
underlayments installed, Mother Nature doesn’t stand a chance!

Fewer trips up
the ladder

No more
felt blow-offs!

A 5,000 sq. ft. roof
requires as few as 5 rolls
of Roofnado vs. 24 rolls
of #30 felt.

Roofnado is up to
18x stronger than felt!
Roofnado stays secured
to the deck in all weather
conditions and will not
tear around fasteners.

Quicker, smoother
& up to 450%
more coverage
Roofnado is wider, longer
and has fewer laps then felt.
It lays flat and will not wrinkle
or distort when wet.

Steep slope
confidence
Roofnado combines
mechanical and chemical
slip resistant technologies
for next gen. walkability
and unmatched roofer
comfort and safety.

Inventory Fewer Rolls

1,320 lbs

24 Rolls of tar paper
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Weight per square: 3.9 lbs (StormTread™)

LapLock™
Dual-Locking
Lap Seal
Technology
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5 Rolls of Roofnado

Space and weight costs money. Whether it’s in
the back of your truck or in your warehouse you
will save money every time you install with
Roofnado. 5 rolls of 10 square Roofnado will
cover 5,000 square feet vs. 24 rolls of #30 felt.

Weight per square: 27.5 lbs #30 felt
(Individual product weights will vary between manufacturers.)

Industry Leading Technology
3” Pressure Bond Zone
1” Lap Lock Zone

With LapLock™ PSU (HT), every lap is
protected from water ingress by a double action
locking adhesive! The first lock is 3" wide strip
of highly sticky adhesive that pressure bonds to
the 3" overlap section below it. And the second
lock is a 1" wide strip of adhesive that locks
upward onto the underside adhesive of the
sheet above forming a water-tight seal.
Correctly installed with the double-locked laps,
standing water, dammed water or wind-driven
water is blocked from penetrating the roof deck.
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Switch to Roofnado™
and start saving on labor,
time & money!
Contact us today!
www.Roofnado.com

